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My idol.

▪ My idol in volleyball is Sergey Tetyukhin



Biography.

▪ Sergey Yuryevich Tetyukhin-(b. 23 September 
1975, the station Margilan, Fergana region) — 
Russia's volleyball player, outside hitter of 
team Russia and "Belogorie", the Olympic 
champion-2012, silver medalist of the 
Olympic games in Sydney, bronze medalist of 
the Olympic games in Athens and Beijing, the 
world Championships medalist, multiple 
winner of the European Championships, 
honored master of sports of Russia.



Youth.

Childhood Sergei Tetyukhin was held in Fergana. The first coach of 
the athlete was his father, Yuri Ivanovich, and the first team in his 
career — Tashkent "wings of the East". In 1992, due to the changed 
socio-political situation and lack of prospects for growth of the 
player at home, the family Tetjuhina took the decision to move to 
Russia and honored coach of the USSR Yuri Turaeva went to 
Belgorod. Sergei was accepted into the team "Belogorie"



Club career.

In 1995, Tetyukhin won with Belgorod "the Locomotive" the first trophy — Russian Cup in 1997 and 
1998, became the champion of the country, and in 1999 was first voted the most valuable player of 
the championship, winning the prize Andrey Kuznetsov.The third time the title of the best Russian 
volleyball player Sergei Tetyukhin was awarded in 2006. In the summer of 2006, along with partners 
in Belgorod "Loco" Alexander Kosarev and Vadim Khamuttskikh has passed in Kazan "the 
Dynamo-Tattransgaz". .In the fall of 2009 Tetyukhin in the composition of Zenit Kazan has won its 
8th national Cup and was named MVP of the "Final eight" in Kaliningrad, and in may 2010 for the 
eighth time became the champion of Russia. In 2010/2011 largely due to the skill and years of 
experience tetjuhina "Zenith" has managed to defeat in the final of the Moscow "Dynamo", which 
gained the course to the final stages of the playoffs. May 7, 2011 Sergey Tetyukhin was 9-fold 
champion of the country, thereby further strengthening its leadership in the number of titles in the 
Russian Superleague. After the season went back in "Belogore".In December 2012 Sergey Tetyukhin 
for the ninth time in his career won the Cup of Russia, and soon again began to be published 
regularly in the "BELOGORIYA" recovering from problems with his knees and irregular heart 
rhythm, chasing the athlete before and after the Olympic tournament in London. In March 2014, 
Sergey Tetyukhin in the fourth time have won the Champions League and for the game in the final 
match against Turkish "Halkbank" was awarded with the MVP award. March 26, 2017 in the 
championship of Russia against "Zenith" Sergey Tetyukhin played in lineup of "Belogorie", along 
with his son Paul.



Team Russia.
In 1994 Sergey Tetyukhin entered the youth team of Russia. At the European Championships in Turkey the team 
headed by Valery Alferov, won the gold medal.The first official match for the national team Tetyukhin spent 11 may 
1996 in Beijing. Within the World of the League of Russian volleyball team that day won a victory over the Japanese 
team . In July — August of 1996 in Atlanta spoke at his first Olympic games[.In December 1999, Sergey Tetyukhin won 
the world Cup and he was awarded the title of honored master of sports. In 2002, the Russian team won their first 
World League and took the silver medals of the championship of the world.The first break in performances for the 
national team Tetyukhin took in 2005 when he tried his hand at beach volleyball. . But soon, at the last stage of 
preparation for the championship of Europe-2005, Sergey was again in the national team of Russia.In October 2011 
after a two-year break in performances for the national team Sergey Tetyukhin entered the bid for the world Cup and 
for the second time in his career he became the winner of this tournament.Sergey Tetyukhin — winner of the silver 
medal of the Olympic games in Sydney, bronze medals of the Games in Athens and Beijing, and after a victory on 
Games in London, Sergei became the first men's volleyball a winner of four Olympic medals, including gold.Part 
tetjuhina at the London Olympics was called into question — in the spring of 2012, doctors diagnosed him with 
violation of cardiac rhythm and just a month before the competition was allowed to resume training. Say he 
performed a miracle. Yes, he's a thousand times saved the party and the games! Out on the pitch, or scored crazy 
goals, or the protection of lugging such a blow what anyone else to get can not. He is a Player, even Igracima. Since it 
began, the turning point in the final.After the final of the London Olympics Sergey Tetyukhin announced the 
completion of performances for the national team. In April of 2015 in conversation with Andrey voronkovym admitted 
the possibility of his return, and his name was included in the application for the World League. In July of the same 
year, after the Russian team was again headed by Vladimir Alekno, Tetyukhin agreed to help her solve the task to 
qualify for the Olympic games in Rio de Janeiro. The world Cup match against the national team of Egypt, held 
September 18, was his 300th official game for the Russian national team. At the end of 2015, Sergei tetyuhin was 
elected captain of the team. At the European Olympic qualifying tournament held in January 2016 in Berlin, he was 
awarded from the organizers of the MVP.The Olympic games in Rio de Janeiro became the sixth Olympic games, 
Sergei tetyuhin.. 5 August 2016 Tetyukhin was carrying the Russian flag at the opening ceremony of the Games in Rio 
de Janeiro[31]. As at all previous Olympics with his participation, the Russian team reached the semifinals, but this 
time remained without medals. On 21 August, after the defeat of team USA in the bronze medal match at the 
Olympics in Rio Tetyukhin announced the completion of a career in the national team.Just the national team Sergey 
Tetyukhin spent 320 official matches. 



Personal life.
The parents of Sergey tetjuhina Yuri Ivanovich and Love 
Abdakimova — the deserved trainers of Russia on 
volleyball, the faculty of the Belgorod grammar school 
№ 22 and school of the Olympic reserve № 2 of 
Belgorod region. Younger brother Oleg — the master of 
sports on volleyball, a volleyball referee.In 1998, Sergey 
Tetyukhin graduated from Belgorod state University in 
the specialty "Physical culture and sport". Married, wife 
Natalia, sons Ivan, Paul and Alexander. Ivan (1997) in 
favour of the command of the higher League "B" 
"Tekhnolog-Belogorye" (Paul, 2000) — "Belogore"-2 in 
the Youth League.8 Sep 2013 Sergey Tetyukhin was 
elected to the Council of deputies of a city of Belgorod 
from the party "United Russia". 13 Sep 2015 elected 
deputies of the Belgorod regional Duma of the VI 
convocation.17Jan 2014 in the Belgorod participated in 
the torch relay of the XXII winter Olympic games. He 
brought the torch onto the Cathedral square and 
together with the head of Belgorod Sergey Bozhenov lit 
the city Olympic flame bowl.



Learn to win!
Sergey Tetyukhin is a legend of World volleyball,and I hope that in 
the future I will be able to nurture such a famous and motivated 
children



Тhank you for your 
attention!                       
video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aEnm8rla7hg


